INTRODUCTION
The Fong-Swan theorem [l, X, 2.11 shows a relation between irreducible Brauer characters and ordinary irreducible characters by the following: Let cp be an irreducible Brauer character of a p-solvable group G. There exists a p-rational irreducible character x of G such that x = cp as a Brauer character. Especially: Every condition on ordinary characters is valid for Brauer characters (in a p-solvable group). We ask now for a kind of inversion of this relation and consider the character degrees. We denote by cd(G)= {x(l)IxEWG)) the set of degrees of ordinary irreducible characters and by the set of degrees of irreducible Brauer characters. If the group G is p-soivable, the Fong-Swan theorem yields: cd,(G) E cd(G).
In this paper we assume some arithmetical conditions on cd,(G) and we ask for arithmetical conditions on cd(G). Precisely: Assume that all elements of cd,(G) are squarefree (q2 1 /I( 1) for all fi E I&-,(G) and all primes q 1 ICI). It turns out that all elements of cd(G) are cubefree (Sect. 2). We generalize this problem in Section 3 assuming that for all /I E I&, (G) and all primes q 1 IGI the following holds: q" 1 /I ( 1) . Because this assumption is very weak for large y1 E N, we get only a weak result for the group structure of G and for cd (G) .
I want to thank my teacher Dr. B. Huppert for many ideas and discussions during the time I worked on this dissertation.
PROPOSITIONS
The methods which are used in this paper depend essentially on the solvability of the group G. In many cases we have to consider nilpotent factors of G. Therefore, we use the following definition: 0. 1 . DEFINITION. Let G be finite and solvable.
(a) We denote by F(G) the Fitting subgroup of G and define normal subgroups Fj(G) 
The minimal number n E N such that F,(G) = G is called the nilpotent length of G and is denoted by n = n(G). For all 1~ j < n(G) the following holds:
C,4-,,,,(q(G)/Fj-I(G)) GF'(G)/r'j-I(G) [2, III, 4.2(b) ]. (b) We denote by Q(G) the Frattini subgroup of G and define normal subgroups Gj(G) 9 G by @j(G)/Fj-l(G) := @(G/F,-I(G)), j= 1, 2, . . . .
A theorem of Gaschiitz [2, 111.4.51 yields: c(G)/Qj(G) = F(G/Qj(G)) is the direct product of minimal abelian normal subgroups of G/Qj(G). 0.2. Remark. It follows for every subnormal subgroup N_al! G with F,(G),<N that F,(N)=&(G) (j=O, 1,2, . ..).
We find an essential key, used in this paper, in the following question: Let N g G and a E I&,(N) . Is it possible to control the inertia subgroup T,(a)? Precisely: Is it possible to control the operation of G/N on the set I&,(N)?
In the case of p .j INI, we have I&,(N) = Irr(N) (cf. Isaacs [6, 15.131 ) and the ordinary representation theory yields many aids to answer this question.
We conclude the propositions considering a theorem of Huppert which is a special case and the starting point of our problem.
contains only 1 and some primes. Then cd(G) contains only 1 and some primes, except one case: p=3, G' z SL (2, 3) , IG/G'Z(G)I = 2.
Conversely, if
G' E SL (2, 3) and /G/G'Z(G)I = 2, then cd,(G) = { 1,293) and cd(G) = (1,2, 3,4} Proof. Huppert [4, Thm. 11 1. SOME TOOLS Before we consider the case that all elements of cd,(G) are squarefree, we heap up some tools which help us to get the proof of our main theorem clear. They are all valid without assumptions on cd,(G). The following theorem is a generalization of a theorem which is well known in characteristic 0. We do not give a proof, because it is nearly the same as in characteristic 0. 1.3. THEOREM. Let N a G, V an irreducible KN-module for an algebraic closedfield K, and TG( V) = G. Assume that for all q1 IG/NI (q a prime) and Q/NE Syl,(G/N) there exists an irreducible K&module W such that W, = V. Then there exists an irreducible KG-module X with X, = V 1.4. COROLLARY. Let N a G and V an irreducible KN-module for an algebraic closed field K. Assume that To(V) = G and that all Sylow subgroups of G/N are cyclic. Then there exists an irreducible KG-module X with X, = V.
Proof
Huppert and Blackburn [3, VII, 9. 9a)] and Theorem 1.3. 1.5 . LEMMA. Let A be an abelian normal subgroup of G. We denote with A := Irr(A) the character group of A. G := G/A acts on A by AC(a) = 1(a2-') for any LEA, aEA, andgEG.
(a) If A is elementary abelian, then A is an irreducible G-module tf and only $A is an irreducible G-module.
The number of fixpoints of g on A is the same as on A. Especially: G acts fixpointfreely on A if and only tf G acts fixpointfreely on A. 1.6 . LEMMA. Let (b) There exists a x E Irr(G) resp. p E IBr,(G) zfp 1 INI such that IWdN)l Ix(1)resp. lW%WI /B(l).
(a) Irr(N) and N are permutation isomorphic [6, 13.241 . Lemma 1.6 yields our assertion. (b) It follows by (a) and Corollary 1.2.
1.8. LEMMA . Let P-a G and IPI = p (p a prime). Further let V be an irreducible G-module over a finite field and C,( V) = E. Then (4 PWI; (b) P acts fixpointfreely on V.
(a) Clear, because O,(G) < ker V if char V = p. (b) Assume that vg = v for any 0 #v E V and 1 # g E P. Since P= (g) it follows that (v) is a trivial P-submodule of V. Clifford theory yields now that P acts trivial on V [2, V, 17.3(f) ], a contradiction. 1.9 . LEMMA. Let V be a semisimple KG-module (for any field K).
Further let N Q G and assume that for all 0 # v E V the following three conditions are valid:
Then V is an irreducible KG-module and is irreducible as a KN-module.
The assumptions (i) and (ii) yield for all 0 # II E V Therefore V is an irreducible KG-module and for all 0 # v E V it holds that
So, V is an irreducible KN-module. 1.10 . LEMMA. Let G/F(G) be a p-group (for a prime p). We define P, P"dG by F(G)=PxP* with IPI =p"'andpk jP*j.
Then C,(P*) < F(G).
Since P*C,(P*)= P* x P, where P, 9 G is a normal p-subgroup of G (C,(P*) a G), it follows that C&P*) < P* x P, <F(G). 1.11 . LEMMA. Let ProoJ It is an easy consequence of the lemma of Hall and Higman [2, VI, 6.51. We conclude this section with a remark about the set of character degrees of p-nilpotent groups. 1.13 . LEMMA. Let 
SQUAREFREE ~-MODULAR CHARACTER DEGREES
In this section we consider groups with squarefree p-modular character degrees. It turns out that the ordinary character degrees are cubefree. To prove this we need a sound knowledge of the group structure. Huppert and Manz considered the case that all ordinary character degrees are squarefree [S] . They showed that a solvable group G has the following structure: 2.3 . THEOREM. Let ProoJ: (a) r(F,) = r,(F1) 6 1, because p j F1 1 and hence Theorem 2.3(a) yields our statement.
For the rest of this proof we put @D(G) = E (w.l.o.g.), because of WWW)) = W)/@(G) and O,~pW@W) = 0,~,(W@(G) (P k IFd. We assume further p 1 ]GI, otherwise r(G) = 1 and the assertions follow by Theorem 2.3. In particular G > F, .
(b) Let Q/F1 E ~Y~,(F~/F~) f or any prime q 1 IFJF,(. We define a subnormal subgroup A (3a G such that A/F1 is a maximal normal subgroup of Q/Fl. Then F(A) = F, and z,(A) = 1. Further, A/F, acts faithfully on the q/-part of F, (Lemma 1.10). Since FI is abelian (CD(G) = E), there exists a BE IBr,(A) with IAIFI I I P( 1) CL emma 1.7(b) ); hence IA/F,1 = q and Q = A because A/F, was maximally chosen. Therefore 1 F,/F, I is squarefree.
Part (b) yields that F2 is p-nilpotent (p I, IFI\ ) with abelian Sylow p-subgroups and therefore z(FJ = zp(F2) = 1 (Lemma 1.13). In the following we assume w. 1.o.g Therefore O,.,(G)/F, is cyclic of squarefree order by Theorem 2.3(b) .
(f) Let K/F2 be the Hall p'-subgroup of G/F*. Then
By construction, p2 1 11(11 and Lemma 1.12 yields KIO,~ptK) 5 GF(P)' cyclic.
(g) We assume (w. 1.o.g.) that G/F2 is an r-group for a prime Y # p. For all U < G we put 0 := UE; JF1. Further let i? E SyZ,(z) and R* _a G with 5 = ax R*. For FE Syl,(K) we define B* analogous. Since & is abelian, G/F2 is an r-group and IRj 1 Y, R < Z(G) holds and hence Lemma 1.7(b) yields a /I E I&,(G) such that IG/(C,(B* n P*))l 1 j?(t) and statement (g) is proved.
(h) We consider again % := G/F,. Since IPI j p and O,)(G) is p-nilpotent, OJG) < C&P) follows. Therefore O,,(G) n CG(P*) = c holds, because C,(K) = c and E < OJG). 2.5 . Remark. Let G be a solvable group with O,(G) = E and squarefree p-modular character degrees. Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 show that the structure of G is only a little different from such solvable groups, whose ordinary character degrees are squarefree. Solely the last Fitting factor shows different. If H is a solvable group with z(H) = 1, then H/Fz(H) is cyclic of squarefree order. G/F,(G) is abelian, but not necessarily cyclic. But it turns out that jG/F,(G)J is cubefree. By proving our main theorem we consider minimal counterexamples. It turns out that these groups very often have a special semilinear structure. The following theorem is a central key to may of our proofs. 2.8 . THEOREM. Assume that G has a normal Sylow p-subgroup P such that IPI = p and C,(P) = P. We put K := GF(q) (q a prime). Let V be an irreducible faithful KG-module such that dim V = n. Assume further that for all v E V G = C,(v) . P holds. Then (a) IG/PI is a prime. (b) p=(q"-l)/(q""-1) with r= /G/PI.
Proof (a), (b) : For all v E V the following holds:
Therefore V is an irreducible KP-module. By Huppert [2, II, 3.111 we can identify V with some field GF(q")+ and P acts by multiplication Every complement R z G/P is cyclic and generated by a uniquely determined element p such that
Hence we obtain ) {b,} 1 = p. By our assumption, there exists for every 0 # v E V a complement (p ) such that v=vp=b,v@@ and therefore {v' -qJ') E {b,). In particular p f-1 7= l{v'-q""}1 <p 4 nlr and we finally obtain p = (qn -1 )/(q"" -1). This obviously forces r to be a prime. 2.9. COROLLARY. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G and P g G a normal subgroup such that 1 P/N\ = p. Further let G/P r C,z cyclic of order r2, C&P/N) = P, and C,(N) = N.
Then G/N acts faithfully on N and there exists a p E IBr,(G) with r 1 p( 1).
Proof. Obviously G/N is a Frobenius group with kernel P/N and complement isomorphic to G/P. Since C,,(N) = E (and C,,,(N) a G/N), G/N acts faithfully on N.
Asume r j p (1) BY (1) and (2) and Theorem 2.4(b) we obtain j P/F1 1 = p. Further G/O,.,(G) = G/F 2 is cyclic (Theorem 2.4(f)) and there exists a uniquely determined normal subgroup K with (K/F,1 = rs-', (a) There exists a normal subgroup La G with K/P = L/P x FJP and C,,#'lF, I= VI.
is cyclic of order rs-I. 
F2
ProojI We put 0 := UFI /F, for all U < G.
(a) Let P* -a G again be defined by B x P* = K. By Theorem 2.4(g), IG/C,-(P*) is squarefree and hence -R< CG(P*).
Since L is a normal Hall {r, p)-subgroup of $ we obtain L _a G and
Therefore CL(P) = P. (ii) By Lemma 1.8(b) , B acts faithfully on F1/N and on ZBrp(Fl/N) (Lemma 1.5(c) ) because p j \F, (. (iii) By (a), Cr(P)=P and h ence TL(A) is not normal in L for all I E ZBr,( F1 /N) because P/F, n TLIF, (A) = E.
By Lemma 1.5(a) , ZBr,(F,/N) is an irreducible G-module and therefore a semisimple E-module. Moreover ZBr,(F, /N) full& our assumption of Lemma 1. 9 . This implies that ZBr, (F,/N) is an irreducible E-and P-module. Hence F1/N is a chief factor in P. 2 .11. LEMMA. Let G be solvable, O,(G)= E, and tJG)= 1. We put Let 4 E Syl,(G) be any Sylow r-subgroup of G. There exists g E G with -ii=@=B!~i&B;~i?.
Further e E Syl,( TG(jlg)), (vii) ASSERTION. Every 5 > i? operates fixpointfreely on W. Hence 3 acts fixpointfreely on W, if S > B
Proof. Assume there exists a 1 # 1 E W and a 1 # g E q such that /zg = 2. We put T:= T&2). Since Iss.1 = sj is a prime, we obtain Si < T. By (vi) G = TF, , hence G/z r T/( T n 6) and T/( T n 5) operates non trivially on q ((iii)). In particular there exists an CI EIBY& T) with r Ix(l) (note:
As all S y ow 1 subgroups of T are cyclic ((vi)), Corollary 1.4 yields a fl E IBr,( T) such that ljF, = 1. This implies flu E @r,( T) [3, VII, 9.12b )] withrI(Ba)(l)and(Pa)GEZBrp(G).Since~nT=EwehaverIjG:TIand therefore r2 I ( /?a)" (1); contradiction.
(viii) ASSERTION. P acts trivial on W.
Proof. Assume C,(W) # i? Hence C,(W) = E because jP/ = p. By (v) and (vii) we obtain that W is a faithful irreducible G-module and Fz acts fixpointfreely on it.
Step (vi) yields now G= T,-(A).E; for all J. fz W.
The same argument we used in Lemma 1.9 shows that W is irreducible as an &-module. By Huppert [2, II, 3.111 , the following holds: If dim W = n and char W = q, we can identify W with GF(q") + and also E 5 GF( q" ) x and e/E 5 Aut(GF(q") : GF(q)).
In particular I%/ = p.s.r 1 q"-1 holds, with s= IsI. Further r*[n. The main theorem of Galois theory yields the following: GF(qnlr2) = (c?/C)~~~ and GF( 4"") = (R/G)".
For any U<Aut(GF(q") : GF(q)) we denote with UF"" the tixlield under the action of U in GF(q"). By (i), C,(P) = K holds and therefore
This implies for all q > i?. By (vi), we have i? < Z(G) and hence i? < GF(q""') x = ((e/G)") x.
This implies r I qnjr2 -1 and q" 3 q"r E q"l'2 z 1 Therefore (mod r). AlI in all we obtain q"-1 q"L1 p+r2 -.
q"-1 4 n/r _ 1 pFT = q"/'= _ 1'
To get a contradiction, we show now (q" -l)/(q"" -1) < psr. E acts by multiplying on W ( z GF(q") + ), l-+aA (a, 1 E Wq")).
By (vi), there exists a complement of E in G and every complement B is generated by an element p such that
In particular there is a bijection between (p} and (b,), thus and hence in T,-(Q). But x 6 T&Q) holds by the choice of q, and si. Therefore p < T,-(Q). This is a contradiction because-P acts fixpointfreely on V.
Hence S acts trivial on V and V is a faithful irreducible G/B-module ---.
--because C,(V) = R. G/RS IS a Frobenius group with kernel E;/RS z P and cyclic complement G/E of order r2. As we mentioned above, &G Tc(a) is a complement of 5 in G (for all 1 #a E V and 1 f/3 E W) and hence --G/X3= (TG,=(~)). F,IRS for all CI E V. Theorem 2.8 yields now \G/&l = r; contradiction, By proving our main Theorem 2.6 we will consider a minimal counterexample. To get the proof clear we consider at first the structure of a minimal counterexample. ProoJ Proposition: We put Fi := F,(G) and i!i = UF, /F, for all U < G. Let PE SyZ,,(q) . Assume that P= ,!? Since O,(G) = E we obtain G = O,>(G) (Theorem 2.4(c) ) and because the Sylow p-subgroups of G are abelian (Theorem 2.4(d) ), Lemma 1.13 yields cd,(G) = cd(G), in particular r(G) = 1. Hence P # E and IPI = p (Theorem 2.4(b)).
Let x E Irr(G) with r3 (x(1) (r a prime) and xF2 = $i + ... + rjk with tij E Irr(F,). By Lemma 1.13, we have rp(F2) = z(F,) = 1 and so r21 IG/F,l.
Let H/F2 E Syl,(G/E;). Then xH = cp + . . . with r3 ) q( 1) and q E Irr(H). Since G is minimal we obtain H = G and G/F, is an r-group. (ii) ASSERTION. F1 is a minimal normal subgroup of G.
ProoJ Lemma 1.11 yields a normal subgroup Nd G such that F1/N is a chief factor in G and C,(F,/N) < Fl. Especially, O,(G/N) is trivial. By step (i), we obtain a x~lrr(G/N) with r3 1x( 1). Since G is minimal, N= E holds.
(iii) ASSERTION. z acts fixpointfreely on F, and on IBr,(E;) also. Also, H/F, z G/O,,JG) is cyclic (Theorem 2.4(f)).
As p 1 IFI1 and F, is a minimal normal subgroup of G, IBr,(F1) is a faithful irreducible G-module (over a suitable finite field). z,(G) = 1 implies for every II E IBr,(F,) that 1 G : Te(Iz)I is squarefree. Further, Ta(h) is not normal in R for all ,? E IBrp(F1) because of E = F(R) and TK(n) n z = i?. By Clifford theory, IBr,(F,) is a semisimple K-module and by Lemma 1.9 even irreducible and irreducible as a K-module too. Huppert [2, II, 3.111 yields that G is isomorphic to a group of semilinear maps over a finite field. Since C,(E) =E, G/E is isomorphic to a subgroup of the automorphism group and in particular cyclic; contradiction.
(vi) ASSERTION. r j lF2/F1 I.
ProoJ: As G/F2 is cyclic ((v)), there exists a unique normal subgroup KaG with /K/F,/ =r2. Lemma2.11 yields r[ (F2/F11. (vii) CONCLUSION OF (a). By (i), (v), and (vi) , G fullils all conditions of Lemma 2.10: (iii) ASSERTION. rf y E IBr,(E;) with r I y( 1) and ) T,(y)/ = m .p. r*, then m= 1. ProoJ We put T := T,(y). By (ii) there exists a fieIBr, (T) such that flF, = y. Assume m > 1: This forces sjI ITI for at least one Jo (1, . . . . 
k). In particular
As ITIP= IGlr=r2, step (i) yields r I ) T : CT(q)1 and because of p 1 iq/, there exists a 6 E IBr,( T) with r l6 ( 1) . By Huppert and Blackburn [3, VII, 9.12(b) ] we have fis~IBr, (T) and (/36)GE:IBrp(G) (Lemmal.l). But r* I (pS)( 1) yields a contradiction to s,(G) = 1.
(iv) ASSERTION. There exists a y E ZBr,(F,) with y( 1) = Y and / TG(y)J = p . r2.
Proof. If xF, = $ + -. . with ti E Irr(F,), then r 1 $(l) because )Gjr = r2 and r"IX(1). By Huppert [2, V, 17.11(a) , (b) ], there exists a ~~Irrf?'&J/)) such that x = (Pi and (pF, = e. e, Since p j IF1 I we can identify II/ with a Brauer character of Fl . Assume p 1 I TG($ )I : Then cp is an irreducible Brauer character of TG($) and by Lemma 1.1 qG is an irreducible Brauer character. But r3 I (P)~ (1) is a contradiction to z,(G) = 1. Hence p 1 I T&$) 1. Steps (ii) and (iii) yield now 1 T&$)1 = pr2. Since F, is nilpotent, we can write $ as *=v with y E ZBr,(O,(F,)), a E ZBr, (O,.(F,) ).
This forces y(l) = r (z,(F,) = z(F,) = 1). Since TG($) = T,(y) n T,(a), we have r*pl IT,(y)1 and by (iii), IT&)1 =pr2.
(v) CONCLUSION. By Lemma 2.10(b) , there exists a normal subgroup Na G such that N< F1 and FI/N is a chief factor in P. Further, C,( FI /N) = E.
Let y gZBrJFI) with y(1) = r and IT,(y)1 = p. r2 ((iv)). In particular, P 6 T,(y). As p / IFI 1 and F,/N is a chief factor in P, Isaacs [6, 6. We show now T,(y) = T,(y,,): TG(y) < T&y,-J is clear.
Let g E T&y,). Then ys = y. = yOg and a theorem of Gallagher (Isaacs [6, 6.171 ) yields a uniquely determined AEZBr,(FI/N) such that yg = y/l.
As P g G and P < T,(y), we have P< T,(yg) = T,(Y)~ too. For all h E P follows:
yJ, = yg = (y ")A = yhlh = ylh.
Since A is uniquely determined, we obtain Ih = /z for all h E P. By Lemmas 1.8(b) and 1.5(c) P acts fixpointfreely on ZBr,(Fl/N); therefore 1= 1 and hence yg = y. This shows T,(yO) < T,(y). We put T := T,(y) = T,(y,). We have further T/P z G/O,)(G) z C,Z and Corollary 2.9 yields an a EIBrJT/N) with r 1 a(1). This implies Pa E U+,(T) [3, VII, 9.12(b) ] and because of T= T&J,), Lemma 1.1 shows (/?a)"EIBrJG).
Finally, r* j (pa)" (1) yields a contradiction to z,(G) = 1. Easy examples show that the bound in Theorem 2.6 is best as possible. For instance (p, q, r, n)=(5, 2, 2, 4); (7, 2, 3, 3) ; (13, 3, 3, 3) ; (757, 3, 3, 9) ; ..,. We put
Further let V= GF(q") + and P operates by multiplications on V. (V --f au, with a E P, u E V). If cr is the Frobenius automorphism of GF(q") (UC = vq for v E V), we put a = @. 9 hence va = vq"/' and 1 (a ) 1 = r.
Further let K := P(a) be the semidirect product of P with (a) and K acts by the natural way on l-7 Every complement R of P in K is generated by a uniquely determined element p of the form up = b, vqnl' (v E V, b, E P).
In particular 1 {b,} I= p = number of complements of P in K. we can construct groups G with r,(G) = 1 and z(G) =2 (see Example 2.14(b) ). If p is any prime, not necessarily of the form above, we do not know such examples.
The set of these primes contains the Fermat and Mersenne primes:
22"-1 -=22"-'+ 1 P = 22"-L -1 resp. p = 2' -1 (r a prime).
A GENERALIZATION
In the last section we considered the case that all Brauer characters are squarefree. Since this restriction is very strong, it was possible to describe the group very precisely. In this section we generalize it by assuming rp(G) d n (n E &I). Remembering the definition of z,(G), it is easy to see that we cannot expect strong results. If n E FV is very large, the assumption z,(G) < n is nearly no restriction to the structure of 6. Nevertheless we can fmd a bound of z(G) depending on z,(G). Furthermore it is possible to bound the derived length of G. Proof. Let x E h(G) and r a prime such that rtcG) 1 x( 1).
If peZrr (F,) with xF,=~+ ... and raJ q(l), then a < z,(F1) < z,(G) because z,(F,) = z(P,). In particular r(r(G)--'p(G)) 1 IG/F1 1 and (ii) implies z(G) 9 (n(G) -2)(4~, log,p + 25,) + 32,.
Assertion (c) follows by (a). 3.3. Remarks. (a) The bounds in Theorem 3.2 are obviously not sharp. It is possible to improve the bounds if we consider the group structure more precisely. An interesting question is whether it is possible to improve the bound for r(G) such that 7,(G) occurs only linear. The answer depends on the following question: Can be bound z(G) without using a bound for n(G) (which depends on z,(G) too)? (b) The bound in Theorem 3.2(c) depends on the prime p and not only on z,(G). Is it possible to find a bound which is independent of p?
